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Hayti is the Indian name for the country and means "land of the mountains."  Two 
rugged mountain chains run across the country.  The mountain peaks reach over 
8,000 feet. More than 75% of Haiti is made up of cliffs, valleys, and peaks. 
Because of the rugged terrain and poor roads, travel within Haiti is difficult.   
 
Because of its location, Haiti lies in the path of many hurricanes between the 
months of June and October.  One of the worst hurricanes in history, Hurricane 
Flora, devastated the island in 1963.  The storm killed over 2,500 Haitians, 
destroyed farmland and crops, and ruined homes.  Many trees had been cut down 
for firewood allowing large mud slides down the mountainsides unobstructed.  The 
resulting mudslides buried people and animals as it moved over roads and 
buildings.  
 
In 2008, the small country faced destruction as four, separate tropical storms 
caused flooding and mudslides.  In 2010, thousands of people were killed and 
buildings were destroyed when a 7.0 earthquake destroyed the city of Port-au-
Prince. 
 
Earthquakes are common too in Haiti because the country’s rugged landscape rests 
on sliding plates of rock thousands of feet below the earth’s surface.  When the 
plates shift, the earth’s crust rolls or shakes.   
 
History 
Christopher Columbus landed on the island of Hispaniola in 1492 and Haiti was 

claimed for Spain.  As Spanish settlers arrived, 
they were responsible for the deaths of the 
indigenous peoples, the Arawak Indians. Many 
Spanish settlers left the island for more 
prosperous colonies as Caribbean pirates took 
over the western coast of Hispaniola. 
 
In the 1600s, the French took over the colony and 
renamed the colony, Saint Domingue.  Under the 
French, production of many crops, such as 
coffee, cotton, and sugarcane, increased. African 
slaves were imported to work the plantations.  In 
1791, the slaves revolted against French rule and 
gained independence from France in January 
1804.  Declaring the country’s independence, 
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General Jacques Dessalines, the leader of the rebels, named the country, Haiti.   
 
After Dessalines’ death, frequent power struggles weakened the government of 
Haiti.  From 1844 to 1912, Haiti was ruled by thirty-two different men.  Because of 
its instability, U.S. troops were sent to Haiti from 1915 to 1934.   
 
In 1957, elections were held to elect a president.  Francois “Papa Doc” Duvalier 
was elected to the presidential office.  Once in power, Duvalier declared himself 
president for life and ruled Haiti as a harsh dictator. Many who protested the 
policies of Duvalier’s government were killed. Many Haitians left the country and 
moved to safety in other countries.  In 1986, the Haitians overthrew Duvalier's 
government.   
 
Following two more coups, the Haitians elected a Catholic priest, Jean-Bertrand 
Aristide as president.  In 1991, rebels overthrew Aristide’s government and he fled 
the country.  The United Nations accused Haiti’s new regime of human rights 
violations and authorized a U.S. led invasion of Haiti to overthrow the military 
regime and reinstate Aristide as president.  Fearing an invasion, the military regime 
resigned and allowed Aristide to return to power.   
 
Today, the United Nations has forces in Haiti to maintain peace and order. 
 
People and Culture 
Haiti is one of the poorest countries in the Western Hemisphere.  Approximately 
80% of Haitians are unable to read and write.  Most are farmers who grow just 
enough food for their families.  Because of their poor diet and limited medical 
care, the average life expectancy is only fifty years old.  
 
The majority of Haitians are descendants of black African 
slaves.  Many live in the northern coastal plains and in the 
mountain valleys.    
 
Approximately 5% of the population is mulatto, people of 
mixed African and European ancestry.  Most mulattoes belong 
to the middle and upper classes, live in modern homes, and are 
business owners, doctors, and lawyers.   
 
The people in the north speak a language called Creole.  
Creole is a language that is partly based on French. Most 
middle and upper class Haitians speak French.   
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Haitians attend folk dances and voodoo ceremonies. Half the population practices 
voodoo, a mixture of traditions that many African slaves brought to the island that 
were merged with Catholic beliefs.  
 
Natural Resources 
The tropical climate and trade winds produce warm temperatures for most of the 
year. The country is mountainous, but the coastline is flat and rich in sea life and 
coconut trees. Royal palm trees line the landscape and can reach up to sixty feet 
tall.  As Haiti has grown, the forests have been cut down to make way for farmland 
and to provide firewood for the population. 
 
Government   
The president is elected every five years.  The National Assembly, Haiti’s 
legislative body, consists of 110 members.  Because Haiti is the poorest country in 
the Western Hemisphere, the government relies on aid from international groups, 
foreign countries, and non-profit organizations.  
 
Economy 
Haiti produces coffee, mangoes, sugarcane, rice, corn, sorghum, and wood.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fast Facts  
Official Name: Republic of Haiti   
Form of Government: Republic   
Head of state:  President 
Armed forces: 7,400 troops 
Capital: Port-au-Prince   
Population: 9,035,536 
Official Languages: French, Creole   
Money: Gourde   
Area: 10,714 square miles (27,750 square km) 
Highest Elevation:  Pic La Selle, 8,783 ft above sea level 
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The Haitian Flag 
The flag of Haiti was officially adopted on February 25, 1987.  
As a former French colony, the blue and red colors are modeled after the French 
Tricolore. The national coat of arms depicts a trophy of weapons ready to defend 
freedom, and a royal palm for independence. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Haiti Coat of Arms 
The coat of arms of Haiti shows six draped flags of the country, three on each side, 
which are located in front of a palm tree and cannons.  
 
In front of the cannons are a drum, a bugle, long guns, and ship anchors. Above the 
palm tree, there is a Phrygian cap placed as a symbol of freedom.  
 

Just above the ribbon with the motto are two 
pieces of chain with a broken link symbolizing 
the broken chain of slavery. On the ribbon is the 
national motto of Haiti "L'Union Fait La Force" 
which means "Union Makes Strength." 
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Indonesia  
 

Indonesia, with over 18,000 counted islands, is by far the largest and most varied 
archipelago on Earth. It spans almost 1.3 million square miles between Asia and 
Australia.  Positioned on the 
Equator, Indonesia has some 
four hundred volcanoes within 
its borders with at least ninety 
still active in some way.  
 
Geography 
Indonesia is an archipelago in 
Southeast Asia consisting of 
17,000 islands (6,000 
inhabited). The Republic of 
Indonesia is the largest nation 
in Southeast Asia and the fifth 
most populous nation in the 
world.  Located between the 
Pacific and Indian oceans, 
Indonesia spans a distance 
greater than the distance 
between the east and west 
coast of the Untied States.   
Some of the larges islands of 
Indonesia include Sumatra, Java, Borneo, and Papua New Guinea. 
 
The islands of Indonesia can be divided into three groups:  the Greater Sunda 
Islands, where most Indonesians live and where most economic activity is 

centered; the Lesser Sunda Islands, one 
of the few areas with a dry season; and 
the Moluccas, once known as the Spice 
Islands. 
 
Indonesia, part of the “ring of fire,” has 
the largest number of active volcanoes in 
the world. Earthquakes are frequent.   In 
1883, a volcano on the island of 
Krakatoa, which lies between Sumatra 
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and Java, erupted, causing one of the world’s worst disasters.  Much of Krakatoa 
Island disappeared.  Volcanic ash rose fifty miles upward and the explosion created 
a gigantic title wave that killed approximately 36,000 people.  Only the tiny peak 
of Anak, or “child,” Krakatoa remained.   
 
History 
Once famous for its spices, the “Spice Islands” of Indonesia prompted Columbus 
and Magellan’s voyages in search of alternative, shorter trade routes.   
 
The islands came under the influence of Hindu priests and Arab traders in the first 
and second centuries A.D.   The 17,000 islands that make up Indonesia became 
home to a diversity of cultures and indigenous beliefs. In the 13th century, the 
Muslims invaded the area.  Although Muslim invasions began in the 13th century, 
the greatest Arab influence came from events in Melaka, a port city on the Malay 
Peninsula.  Melaka became a major trading power in the 15th century.  When 
Melaka’s ruler converted to Islam, the religion began to spread throughout the 
islands.  Most of the archipelago had converted to Islam by the 15th century.  
 
Portuguese traders in the early 16th century were the first Europeans to arrive. 
However, they were driven out by the Dutch in 1595. The Dutch United East India 
Company established posts on the island of Java in an effort to control the spice 
trade.  Local leaders ruled Indonesians but the leaders were under the authority of 

the Dutch East India Company.  
 
In the early 19th century, Napoleon Bonaparte conquered 
the Netherlands as his forces moved throughout Europe. 
The Netherlands became part of the French Republic.  
England, at war with France, seized the Indonesian 
islands. After the defeat of Napoleon in 1815, Europe's 
borders were redrawn at the Congress of Vienna, and the 
British returned the islands to the Dutch.  
 
In 1922, Indonesia was made an integral part of the 
Dutch kingdom. During World War II, Japan seized the 
islands. Tokyo was primarily interested in Indonesia's 
oil, which was vital to their war effort.   After Japan's 
surrender in 1945, Indonesia proclaimed its 
independence, created a republic, and elected a civil 
engineer, Sukarno as president.    
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From 1945 to 1949, the Dutch and the Indonesian nationalists fought many battles 
as the Dutch tried to regain control of Indonesia.  Although the Dutch were able to 
recapture much of the territory, they were unable to defeat the Indonesians.  In 
1949, under pressure from the United Nations, the Dutch agreed to grant Indonesia 
its independence.  
 
Wildlife 
Significant areas of Indonesia are covered by tropical rain forests.  A tropical rain 
forest is a dense forest of tall trees in a region of year-round warmth and abundant 
Rainfall.  Almost all tropical forests lie near the equator. 
 
About half of the world’s species of plants and animals live in tropical rain forests, 
with as many as one hundred different types of trees and more species of animals 
than any place on the earth.   
 
Today, the rapid growth of human population and the 
demand for natural resources threaten many tropical 
rain forests.  People have destroyed large rain forests 
by clearing land for farms and cities, mining, and 
ranching. 
 
Tropical rain forests once covered about six million 
square miles, but today they are being destroyed at a 
rate of 50 million acres per year, mostly in the areas of 
Latin America and Indonesia.   
 
Scientists fear that the rapid deforestation will have adverse effects on the 
environment.  Because trees and plants help preserve the balance of gases in the 
atmosphere through photosynthesis, the renewal of oxygen supply is vital to the 
continuing survival of oxygen-breathing organisms, such as animals and people.  
Also, forests soak up large amounts of rainfall and prevent the rapid runoff of 
water that may cause erosion and flooding.  The trees and plants also provide 
habitats for many living creatures.  Scientists fear that further deforestation will 
lead to the extinction of thousands of species of plants and animals.   
 
Protecting rain forests and natural resources, especially in Southeast Asia, is 
difficult because the land must support a large, growing population. 
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People and Culture 
Everyday life in small farm villages is a blend of the tradition and the modern.  
While many villagers enjoy listening to the radio and shopping in nearby towns, 
some follow their ancient customs.  For example, some villagers still live in the 
traditional bamboo house on stilts with roofs covered with clay tiles, palm thatch, 
or iron.  Some ethnic groups in the rural villages, especially on Borneo, Sumatra, 
and Papua, live in large communal houses housing as many as several hundred 
people.   
 
City dwellers live in housing much like American and European homes and 
apartment buildings.  Most of the largest cities of Indonesian are on Java, where 
urban areas such as Jakarta, the capital of Indonesia, and Surabaya have modern 
business districts with busy streets, elegant stores, and towering office buildings. 
 
The most famous of the traditional arts of Indonesia includes two types of 
traditional dancing:  the music and dances of the old royal courts of Java and the 
dramatic dances of Bali.  The music of both Java and Bali centers on the use of the 
gamelan, a set of percussion and string instruments, which include gongs, drums, 
xylophones, double-ended drums, bamboo flutes, and rebabs.  Rebabs are two-
stringed instruments that resemble lutes. 
 

The gentle Javanese dances are accompanied by subtle, 
flowing, and quiet gamelan music, generally representing 
scenes of love, adventure, or heroism. Balinese music is 

vibrant and powerful. The Balinese gamelan is usually 
accompanied with a performance of the Wayang Kulit, or 
shadow puppet plays.  Balinese dances have quicker rhythms 
and more forceful movements that often convey religious 
meaning or accounts of ancient Hindu history or folklore.  
The most popular Wayang puppets are flat figures either 

made of leather or wood.  The traditional puppeteer sits behind a screen 
with a palm-oil lamp.  The lamp throws shadows of the puppets onto the 

screen.  A narrator and a gamelan orchestra of musicians playing tradition 
Indonesian instrument accompany the puppet performers. 

 
Government 
Approximately 75 percent of the people of Indonesia live in small, rural villages 
and work primarily as farmers or agricultural workers.  Most of these villages, 
called desas, are controlled by village headmen, religious teachers, and other 
traditional leaders.  Governance in rural villages is quite tradition with village 
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leaders enduring harmony by overseeing open discussions that continue until 
everyone in the village reaches an agreement, known as mufakat. 
 
Economy 
Indonesia produces only a small amount of the manufactured goods its people 
need.  As a result, Indonesia relies heavily on manufactured goods from foreign 
countries.  The economy of Indonesia is based primarily on its natural resources of 
coffee, palm oil, rice, rubber, sugar cane, tea, and tobacco.   
 
Rice, the chief food crop of Indonesia, is boiled or fried in a variety of ways and 
served with many other foods.  It is grown on small farms that may also produce 

bananas, coconuts, peanuts, spices, and 
sweet potatoes.  Today, Indonesia is 
one of the world’s top rice-growing 
countries; only China and India produce 
more rice. 
 

Indonesia ranks second in the world in natural rubber production.  Almost all 
natural rubber is grown and harvested on huge rubber tree plantations.  
 
Petroleum and natural gas are Indonesia’s main exports.  Indonesia is one of the 
chief producers of oil and petroleum in the Far East.  As the only Asian member of 
the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries, or OPEC, Indonesia and other 
Middle Eastern countries work together to increase revenue from the sale of oil on 
the world market.  The majority of petroleum in Indonesia comes from the western 
island of Sumatra.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fast Facts 
Name: Republic of Indonesia  
Population:  221,932,000 
Capital:  Jakarta; 13,194,000 
Area:  742,308 square miles 
Languages:  Bahasa Indonesia (official), English, Dutch,  
    Javanese, and other local dialects 
Religion:  Muslim (88%), Protestant, Roman Catholic, Hindu,  
    Buddhist 
Currency:  Indonesian rupiah 
Life Expectancy:  68 years 
Literacy Percent:  89% 
Currency:  Indonesian Rupee  
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The Indonesian Flag  
The Indonesia flag was 
officially adopted on August 17, 
1945.  The flag is modeled after 
the 13th century banner of the 
Indonesian Empire; the red 
stripe represents the courage, 
while the white stripe represents  
the soul. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Tanzania 
 
With a population of over 39 
million, Tanzania is the largest 
country in eastern Africa.  
Bordering the Indian Ocean, 
Tanzania claims several islands in 
the Indian Ocean, including the 
archipelago that includes Zanzibar, 
the largest coral island off the 
African coast, as well as the Pemba 
Islands.  
 
Tanzania is a diverse country in 
Africa.  Tanzania features virtually 
every element of the African 
landscape:  large cities, enormous 
lakes, towering mountains, endless 
plains, tropical rainforests, and 
abundant wildlife.  
 
From the plains of the Serengeti 
National Park to the snow-capped 
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Kilimanjaro, Africa’s highest mountain, Tanzania is famous for its spectacular 
scenery and fascinating wild life. 
 
Geography  
About twice the size of California, Tanzania is bordered by the Indian Ocean and 
eight countries: Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, Democratic Republic of 
Congo, Zambia, Malawi, and Mozambique. 
 
Highlands rise in several areas of Tanzania.  The north has some of the country’s 
highest peaks, including Kilimanjaro, the highest point in Africa.  Mount 
Kilimanjaro, once an active volcano, is bordered by three of the largest lakes on 
the continent: Lake Victoria (the world's second-largest freshwater lake), Lake 
Tanganyika, and Lake Nyasa. 
 
History  
It is possible that some of the world’s oldest people lived in Tanzania.  In 1960, 
Drs. Louis and Mary Leakey discovered the remains of Homo habilis, two million 
years old, in Olduvai Gorge in northern Tanzania. 
 
The many tribes that moved into mainland Tanzania over the centuries were 
mostly Bantu people coming from north and central Africa.  They were joined 
along the coastal mainland by Arab traders.  The traders established a colony and 
intermarried with the Bantu. 
 
In the early 1800’s, the island port of Zanzibar was a major slave and spice market 
center of the Portuguese.   Arab traders expelled the Portuguese from the area and 
took over trade on the mainland and on Zanzibar.  
 
As European countries began occupation of the African nation in the 17th century, 
the land became the colony of German East Africa in 1885.  The Germans used 
African labor to work the plantations, successfully crushing the Maji Maji 
rebellion of African workers.  In 1890, Britain claimed Zanzibar a protectorate of 
the British Empire.  The British gradually took over the powers of the Arab sultan 
who had ruled Zanzibar.   
 
After the Germans were defeated in World War I, the British extended control to 
the mainland, which they name Tanganyika.  After World War II, Tanganyika, 
became a trust territory of the United Nations. 
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In 1961, Tanganyika became an independent nation.  After Tanganyika and 
Zanzibar achieved their independence, they merged into the United Republic of 
Tanganyika and Zanzibar.  The name was changed to Tanzania six months later.  
 
In 1978, Tanzania was successful in repelling invaders from Uganda but the 
conflict damaged the country’s already weakened economy.   
 
Wildlife 
Most of the land was once savannah and bush, but today it is a semi-desert. There 
is an abundance of wildlife in Tanzania. The largest remaining elephant 
populations in the world are in Tanzania’s Selous Game Reserve, where visitors 
can see an abundance of elephants in their natural habitat as well as wild dogs, 
antelopes, lions, hippos, crocodiles, and monkeys.   
 
Selous contains about one third of all the wild dogs (often called painted dogs), in 
the world. Their need to roam vast areas and their formidable hunting skills have 
caused many to be shot by farmers, but in Selous they have boundless woodlands 
and savannahs in which to roam. 
 
Some of the most well-known African 
mammal species are native to Tanzania: 
wildebeest, zebra, giraffe, elephant, 
rhino, lion, and leopard. They are 
endangered due to poaching. Crocodiles 
and hippopotamuses can be found along 
riverbanks and lakeshores, and giant 
turtles live off the coast. 
 
Serengeti National Park is Tanzania’s 
oldest and most popular park for 
tourists. It is linked to the Masai Mara 
Game Reserve in Kenya and is home to 
over 1.7 million wildebeest, and about a 
million other animals. 
 
The Serengeti  
“Tanzania's oldest and most popular 
national park, also a world heritage site and recently proclaimed a 7th world wide 
wonder, the Serengeti is famed for its annual migration, when some six million 
hooves pound the open plains, as more than 200,000 zebra and 300,000 Thomson's 
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gazelle join the wildebeest’s trek for fresh grazing. Yet even when the migration is 
quiet, the Serengeti offers arguably the most scintillating game-viewing in Africa: 
great herds of buffalo, smaller groups of elephant and giraffe, and thousands upon 
thousands of eland, topi, kongoni, impala and Grant’s gazelle.  
 
The spectacle of predator versus prey dominates Tanzania’s greatest park. Golden-
maned lion prides feast on the abundance of plain grazers. Solitary leopards haunt 
the acacia trees lining the Seronera River, while a high density of cheetahs prowls 
the southeastern plains. Almost uniquely, all three African jackal species occur 
here, alongside the spotted hyena and a host of more elusive small predators, 
ranging from the insectivorous aardwolf to the beautiful serval cat. 

 
But there is more to Serengeti than large mammals. 
Gaudy agama lizards and rock hyraxes scuffle 
around the surfaces of the park’s isolated granite 
koppies. A full 100 varieties of dung beetle have 
been recorded, as have 500-plus bird species, 
ranging from the outsized ostrich and bizarre 
secretary bird of the open grassland, to the black 
eagles that soar effortlessly above the Lobo Hills.  
 
As enduring as the game viewing is the liberating 
sense of space that characterizes the Serengeti 
Plains, stretching across sunburn savannah to a 
shimmering golden horizon at the end of the earth. 
Yet, after the rains, this golden expanse of grass is 
transformed into an endless green carpet flecked 
with wildflowers. And there are also wooded hills 
and towering termite mounds, rivers lined with fig 

trees and acacia woodland stained orange by dust.” 
(Www.tanzaniaparks.com) 
 
People and Culture  
About 90 percent of Tanzanians live in rural areas and live off what they can grow 
on the land.  Most of its people farm for a living, making Tanzania one of the 
poorest countries in Africa.  Although the government has tried to develop 
industries, the economy still depends heavily on agricultural production and 
imported goods.   
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Tanzania’s early people were hunters and gatherers.  As traders moved to the 
country in the 19th century, the native people married the newcomers from India, 
Arabia, and the Shirazis from Persia. From the blending of the cultures, their 
language, Swahili, spread to other East African areas. 
 
Both the homes and dress of most Tanzanians are typical of Eastern Africa.  Most 
people in rural Tanzania live in wooden frame homes, often plastered with mud, or 
in huts, some round in shape with thatched roofs. Others are rectangular with flat 
mud roofs.  In urban areas, some homes are made with cement blocks and baked 
clay bricks. 
 
Clothing in Tanzania generally includes a colorful, wrap-style garment for women 
called the kanga and the kikoi wrap for men.  Many Muslim men wear a flowing 
white robe known as the kanzu.  During the last half of the 20th century, Western-
style pants and shirts have become increasingly popular among Tanzanian men.   
 
There are about 120 African tribal groups in Tanzania. Arranged marriage is still 
customary for many Tanzanian families and parents start planning for their 
daughter’s future when she is young. 

 
Tanzania’s most common artistic expressions include 
traditional African music and dance, both of which 
often tell stories of tribal heroes and local gods. 
 
Parts of the country are infested with the tsetse fly. 
This blood-sucking insect carries sleeping sickness, 
formally known as African Trypanosomiasis, which 
affects humans and livestock. While the government 
has tried to eliminate the flies, many rural areas are 

not safe for humans or their animals. Malaria is always a threat in the country.  
 
Government  
The president is the head of the country and chief of the armed services. General 
elections are held once every five years. Zanzibar also has its own president, 
assembly, ministry, and makes its own laws. Zanzibar is wealthier than the rest of 
the country 
 
Dar es Salaam served as the political capital of Tanzania.  Founded in 1866 by the 
sultan of Zanzibar, Dar es Salaam was a small town when German forces occupied 
it in 1887.  In 1891, it became the capital of German East Africa, but most of its 
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growth was experienced during World War II.  In 1996, Tanzania’s national 
assembly moved to the city of Dodoma, establishing the city as the country’s 
capital, but many government offices remain in Dar es Salaam.  
 
In 1998, a terrorist bomb exploded at the U.S. Embassy in Dar es Salaam killing 
eleven people and injuring eight-five more.  Authorities attributed the bombing to 
the al Qaeda terrorist group.  
 
Economy  
Although only about 5 percent of Tanzania’s land is used for farming, agriculture 
accounts for more than a third of the country’s economic productions.  From 
independence until the 1980s, the government followed a socialist economic 
system.  Under a socialistic system, the government controls the major industries, 
large farms, and banks.   
 
Severe economic problems in the 1980s caused the Tanzanian government to open 
more areas to private business and to encourage industrial development but most 
industries in the country remain small and unprofitable. 
 
About 75 percent of Tanzania’s export income comes from trading coffee, cotton, 
tea, and tobacco.  Tanzania is also the world’s largest producer of cloves. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Tanzanian flag 
The flag of Tanzania was officially adopted on 
June 30, 1964.  The green and black, 
representing the land and people of Tanzania, 
were taken from the original Tanganyikan 
flag. The blue, symbolizing the sea, was 
borrowed from the Zanzibar flag. 

Fast Facts 
Official Name: United Republic of Tanzania  
Form of Government: Republic  
Capital: Dodoma 
Population: 42,746,620  
Official Language: Kiswahili or Swahili  
Currency: Tanzanian shilling 
Religions:  Traditional African Religions (35%), Islam (35%),  
      Christianity (30%) 
Literacy Rate:  67.3% 
Life Expectancy:  42  
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Peru 
 

Peru is a land of great geographical 
contrasts, climates, and animals.  
Modern Peru is founded on the culture 
of the Incas.  Many of the 18th century 
Spanish cathedrals are built on top of 
the 13th century Incan temples.  The 
music of the antara flute and the 
colorful hand-woven clothing of the 
people reflect their heritage of the 
Incas. 
 
Geography 
Peru is the third largest country in 
South America, after Brazil and 
Argentina. It is made up of a variety 
of landscapes, from mountains and 
beaches to deserts and rain forests. 
The coastal lowlands rise to the Andes 
Mountains, and then the land drops 
off to the thick rainforest in the 

Amazon Basin in the east.   
 
Along Peru’s west coast lies a long, narrow strip of desert land approximately 
1,555 miles long.  Although this land is a desert, over fifty rivers flow through the 
region. The coastal desert makes up only about 10 percent of Peru, most people 
live along the coast of the Pacific Ocean, where the capital, Lima, is located.  A 
thriving fishing industry exports many varieties of fish worldwide.   Peru’s large 
cities and factories are also located in the coastal areas. 
 
The world's largest rain forest, the Amazon, covers nearly half of Peru. Known as 
the selva in Spanish, this huge jungle, which also covers half of Brazil, is home to 
plants and animals that do not live anywhere else on Earth. The Indians of the 
selva belong to about forty tribes and speak a variety of tribal languages.  Some 
scientists think there may even be Indian tribes there that have never seen the 
outside world. 
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The Andes, the second highest mountain range in the world, runs through Peru.   
Because the peaks of the Andes Mountains are so tall and towering, the ancient 
Inca people thought they were gods. The mountains run from north to south and 
can be seen just fifty miles from Peru's beaches.  
 
Wildlife 
Peru is home to a wider variety of plants and animals than most other countries on 
Earth. The Peruvian rain forest is home to more than 6,000 kinds of plants. There 
are hundreds of species that are only found in the Amazon. To protect these plants 
and animals, Peru has created special forest areas called reserves. 
 
On the Pacific Coast, many interesting plant and animal species have adapted to 
the dry desert climate. Off the coast, the Peru Current nourishes huge numbers of 
small fish that in turn support large populations of bigger fish and seabirds, 
including Humboldt penguins. 
 
Special types of grasses and plants grow on Peru's mountains and provide food for 
native animals such as llamas, alpacas, and vicuñas. One particular Andes plant, 
puya raimondi, grows for a hundred years before blooming. 
 
History 
Peru’s earliest people learned to farm, domesticated the llama, and cultivated the 
potato which grew wild in the highlands.  The Chavin Indians developed Peru’s 
first known civilization in the 10th century BC.  The Chavin spoke a language, 
known as Akar, which later developed into the Aymara language.  The Aymara 
language is still spoken by many Peruvians today.  

 
The largest and most important pre-Incan civilization 
was the Chimu who settled along the coastal regions 
beginning in the 11th century BC to the 3rd century AD.   
The Chimu were an advanced civilization that built 
large pyramids, created urban cities, developed 
irrigation systems, and built roads.   The Chimu also 
organized a political system that governed its society.  
Most of the advancements of the Chimu are credited to 
one of the greatest empires of South America, the 
Incas.  
 
The Incas conquered the Chimu in 1471.  According to 
their legends, the Inca civilization began when the sun 
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god created a brother and sister, Manco Capac and Mama Ocllo, and sent the 
siblings to the earth.  The sun god gave Manco Capac and Mama Ocllo a staff of 
gold and instructed them to walk the earth until the golden staff sank into the earth.   
The legend says that the golden staff sank into the earth near present-day Cusco, 
Peru.  Cusco became the capital of Inca Empire.   
 
The Incas inhabited the area of Cusco.  In the 13th century, the Incas began to 
expand and conquered neighboring tribes.  By the mid 15th century, the empire had 
dominated most of present-day Peru and reached as far as Ecuador and Columbia, 
encompassing a large portion of land for more than 2,500 miles.   
 
The Inca were accomplished engineers and builders even though archaeologists 
believe they had no knowledge of the wheel.  They built an intricate road system 
and constructed suspension bridges that connected the areas of their large empire. 
The Inca also built Machu Picchu, a famous and mysterious ancient city in the 
Andes.  Built on a remote ridge above the Urubamba River, Machu Picchu is 
known as the “Lost City of the Incas.”  Although the Incas built the city before 

1500 AD, it was not discovered 
until 1911.  Archaeologists 
discovered the remains of 
almost 200 stone houses, 
palaces, and temples.   
 
Another discovery is the 
mysterious Nazca lines on the 
plains south of Lima.  Seen from 
the air, the lines form gigantic 
stylized shapes of birds, insects, 
and people.  No one knows why, 
how, or by whom the lines were 

created.   
 
Tales of Inca gold and silver caused the Spaniards to go into Peru.  In 1527, 
Francisco Pizarro went on a quest to find the fabled Incan treasures.   Returning to 
Peru with almost two hundred men in 1532, Pizarro began to conquer and 
eventually destroy the Inca civilization.  
 
Spain ruled for almost three hundred years, taking riches in minerals and enslaving 
the Indians who survived the diseases brought by the Spanish to work in the mines 
and on colonist’s plantations.   
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From time to time, Indians and mestizos, people of mixed Indian and Spanish 
ancestry, rebelled unsuccessfully. 
 
In 1821, Jose de San Martin of Argentina and Simon Bolivar of Venezuela led the 
Peruvians to declare independence from Spain and forced the Spanish out.   
 
After the revolution, Peru became a democratic republic led by a succession of 
military presidents for most of the 19th century.  During the 20th century however, 
popular movements demanding equality fought for control of the government 
while violence and economic despair continued to plague the country.   
 
Many of Peru’s social problems stem from a strict class system established by the 
conquistadors.  Under this two-class system, a small group of white, the upper 
class, controlled a huge population of Indians and mestizos, the lower class.  These 
racial barriers lasted until the early 20th century when a small middle class of 
whites and mestizos developed.  Today, Peru’s productive middle class includes 
office workers, managers, professionals, owners of small businesses, and military 
officers.  Although racial barriers are less rigid, the upper class, which comprises 
10% of the population, controls most of the nation’s wealth.   
 
People and Culture 
The people of Peru are a mix of many different cultures, including Indians, 
Spaniards and other Europeans, descendants of African slaves, and Asians.  
Until recently, most people lived in the countryside. But now, more than 70 
percent live in cities. Its largest and most modern city is Lima, with a population 
well over eight million people.  Most of the whites in Peru live in the large cities, 
speak Spanish, and dress very similar to people in western countries.   
 
In spite of social and economic changes in the 20th century, the majority of 
Peruvians still belong to the lower class.  Many of these people live in the 
highlands and on the coast, with some 
inhabiting the dense selva.  Almost all the 
Indians are poor, and many of them lack a 
formal education.  Most rural families in 
Peru build their own one-room houses of 
adobe with thatched roofs or handmade tile.   
 
Despite the rigid class structure, Peruvians 
enjoy a variety of music and dance 
including both traditional Indian music and 
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FAST FACTS 
Official Name: Republic of Peru 
Form of Government: Constitutional republic 
Capital: Lima 
Population: 28,302,603 
Official Languages: Spanish, Quechua  
Money: Nuevo Sol 
Area: 496,224 sq mi (1,285,216 sq km) 
Major Mountain Ranges: Andes 
Major Rivers: Amazon, Ucayali, Madre de Dios 
Religion: Roman Catholic 81.3%, Evangelical 12.5% 

contemporary.  Traditional Indian music is performed on drums, flutes, rattles, and 
an instrument similar to a small harp.  Mestizo music includes guitars, fiddles, and 
horns.   
 
In addition to the customs of the Incas and Spanish, most Peruvians follow the 
Catholic religion introduced by the Spanish.  The people of both urban and rural 
areas enjoy Peru’s annual religious festival, or “feria,” to celebrate its village or 
city’s patron saint.  Ferias include colorful religious processions, feasting, dancing, 
and games.   
 
Government 
Peru is a constitutional republic which was established in 1821.  The government is 
led by a president, a congress, and a supreme court. All Peruvians, eighteen years 
or older, are required to vote by law. Presidents serve five-year terms and can only 
be elected twice in a row. 
 
Economy 
Peru is one of the richest countries in 
the world in terms of natural 
resources. Gold, silver, copper, zinc, 
lead, and iron are found across the 
country, and there are reserves of oil 
and natural gas. Even with a wealth of 
natural resources, Peru remains one of 
the world's poorest countries. 
 
 
The Peruvian flag 

The current state flag of Peru was 
officially adopted on February 25, 1825. 
The colors are said to symbolize the 
Incas and their lasting impact on the 
country. Also, red and white are the 
colors chosen by Jose de San 
Martin, “The Liberator.”   The coat of 
arms (not shown on the national flag) 
features a llama and chichona tree, 
important symbols of Peru, and a 
centered cornucopia representing 
prosperity. 
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Science and the Physical World 
 
The study of science today is divided into the study of living and non-living things:  
life science or physical science.  The life sciences branch into studies of biology, 
botany, ecology, and genetics in comparison to the physical science studies of 
geology, astronomy, and physics.   
 
Physics is the basis of most science.  It involves the studies of the natural world’s 
most fundamental things such as force, motion, matter, heat, sound, light, and the 
composition of atoms.   
 
The History of Physics 
The science of physics began with the ancient Greek civilization beginning in the 
4th century BC.  Greek mathematicians and philosophers contributed to early 
science by developing geometry, observing the stars and planets, and calculating 
the size of the earth.   
 

✥ Aristotle, a Greek philosopher, mathematician, and teacher, observed the 
natural world and his findings became the basis of scientific thought for 
the next two centuries.  

✥ Pythagoras, a 6th century BC mathematician, came to the conclusion that 
the universe could be explained in mathematical terms.  His Pythagorean 
Theory is still studied today.      

✥ Euclid founded a school for the study of mathematics.  His textbook, 
Elements, continues to be used in schools today. 

✥ Archimedes, a Greek inventor, discovered and developed the principle of 
the lever. 

✥ Eratosthenes determined the circumference of the globe and lines of 
longitude and latitude using Euclid’s geometry  

✥ Leucippus was one of the earliest Greeks to develop the theory of the 
atom — the idea that everything is composed entirely of various 
imperishable, indivisible elements called atoms, which was elaborated in 
greater detail by his pupil and successor, Democritus.  

 
The science of the Greeks, rarely checked and confirmed by experiments, was 
widely accepted until the Renaissance began in the 14th century.  Scholars began to 
notice inconsistencies and to question science based on the Greek observations.  In 
the 17th century, an Italian astronomer, Galileo Galilei (1542-1642), began to 
question the validity of Aristotle’s ideas about falling objects.   
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Believing the universe to be orderly and natural laws consistent, Galileo performed 
experiments with falling objects, pendulums for calculating time, and confirmed 
the heliocentric theory that planets revolved around the sun. 
 
In the same year that Galileo died, Isaac Newton was born.  Newton was an 
astronomer, mathematician, and physicist, and is considered to be one of the 
foremost scientific intellects of all time.  He demonstrated, through experiments 
with a prism, that “white light” is actually composed of many different colors.  In 
addition to his various experiments in a variety of fields, he also invented the 
reflecting telescope and developed calculus.   
 
By combining mathematics with the study of the universe, Newton was able to 
make more accurate observations.  Newton is most remembered for his laws of 
motion and gravitation that became the foundations for much of modern physical 
science. 
 
Beginning in the 17th century, science was advanced because scientists learned that 
through mathematics, the natural world could be analyzed, modeled, and explained 
by observation and experimentation.   
 
The Scientific Method 
Scientists use the scientific method to gain, organize, and apply new knowledge.  
The scientific method has several steps associated with it.   
 
Step 1:  Recognize and state the problem. 
Step 2:  Observe, collect data, and form a hypothesis 
Step 3:  Predict the consequences of the hypothesis 
Step 4:  Test the hypothesis through experimentation 
Step 5:  Formulate a general conclusion about the hypothesis or further test the 
hypothesis 
 
When hypotheses are tested over and over, and not contradicted, they may become 
known as scientific laws or principles.  A scientific theory is a mixture of a large 
body of information that is made up of well-tested and confirmed hypotheses about 
certain characteristics of the physical world.  Theories of science are not fixed but 
change as new information is gathered and tested.   

In order for hypotheses to be tested, experiments and information must have 
standard units of measurements.  
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The Development of the Metric System 
New developments in science brought about the need for a uniform measuring 
system.  In 1793, the French government adopted a new system of standards called 
“the metric system.”  The metric system has standardized measurements for 
distance, volume, liquid capacity, and weight measures. While the meter is the 
basic unit of length, the liter is the basic measure of liquid capacity. It corresponds 
roughly to a quart. For weight, the basic unit in the metric system was at first the 
gram; now it is the kilogram.  

On May 20, 1875, seventeen countries met and signed the “Meter Convention” and 
adopted the French metric system as their standard measuring system.  Not all the 
countries at the time embraced the new system because people were used to 
measuring and thinking in terms of yards, inches, pounds, and quarts.  In addition 
to hanging on to traditional standards, people found the conversions to the metric 
system too confusing.  But the simplicity of converting one metric unit to another 
made the new system popular.  Today, almost all of the countries of the world use 
a modernized metric system known as the International System of Units, or SI. 

 The Basic Units of the Metric System 
The metric system has several categories for measurement:  length, mass, volume, 
time, and temperature. Each category has a basic unit of measure.  The meter is the 
basic unit of measure for length, the kilogram for mass, and the second for time.  
 

 
 
Basic to the study of physics is the understanding of motion.  Motion occurs all 
around us from the rotation of the earth, to movement of the wind, and down to the 
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microscopic movement of atoms.  The same laws of physics that govern the 
motion of the earth also apply to the motion of a baseball in flight.  The laws of 
motion are the foundations of the branch of physics known as mechanics, the 
study of objects in motion.   
 
Fundamental to the study of motion is the position, or location, of an object.  The 
position of an object is a reference point relative to another object.  For instance, 
we say that a plate is on the table or that the fireplace is in the living room.  When 
objects change location, we say that it has moved or changed position.  
 
When an object experiences continuous changes in position, the object is motion.  
Motion is measured scientifically through measuring and describing an object’s 
speed, velocity, and acceleration.  
 
Since motion involves a change of position, we can determine the length of the 
path the object moves, or its distance.  Speed is the distance traveled in a given 
time or an object’s rate of motion.  The more distance an object travels in a given 
time, the greater its speed.  The speed of a moving object is calculated by dividing 
the distance traveled by the time it traveled using the following formula:  
 

speed = distance    or    s = d 
                 time             t 

 
For example, if it takes you one hour to travel 20 kilometers (12.4 miles) on your 
bike, you could determine your speed by dividing the distance traveled by your 
speed: 
 

S = 20 km    or     20 km/h 
                                                                   1 hr 
 
Because we do not travel at a constant speed, a 20 km/h speed in the example 
above is the average speed, or the overall distance traveled divided by the overall 
time traveled.  The speed of a moving object at any given moment or instant is 
called its instantaneous speed.  A speedometer measures instantaneous speed.  
Physical quantities such as speed that have magnitude, or amount, are known as 
scalar quantities.  Other scalar quantities include temperature and time. 
 
In physics, speed refers only to the distance covered by an object as it moves in a 
period of time whereas the velocity is determined not only by the speed of travel 
but also the direction the object is traveling.  For example, if you are driving a car 
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at 70 km/h and the highway sign reads west, your velocity is 70 km/h west.  
Velocity is an example of a vector quality.  Vector qualities have both magnitude 
and direction.  The vector quantity is shown on a diagram by an arrow known as a 
vector.  The length of the arrow, which is drawn to a specific scale, represents the 
magnitude while the arrow represents the direction the object is traveling.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If an object is traveling at constant speed and traveling in a constant direction, by 
definition, the object is traveling at a constant velocity.  If either the speed or 
direction changes, the object’s velocity, too, will change. The rate at which 
velocity changes is called acceleration.  Because acceleration is a rate, we can 
measure changing velocity in relation to time using the following formula:    
 

Acceleration = final velocity – initial velocity   or      a = vf – vi 
                                        time                                     t 

 
The acceleration of an object is equal to the difference between the final velocity 
and the starting velocity, divided by the time required to change the velocity. The 
system of measurement used by scientists is given in meters per second, or m/s. 
Using the above formula, we will calculate the acceleration of a car.  
 
If a stationary car accelerates from 0 m/s to 20 m/s (45 mph) in 10 seconds, we can 
determine its acceleration by first finding the change in its velocity by subtracting 
its initial velocity: 0 m/s, from its final velocity of 20m/s. The change in velocity 
(20 m/s) divided by the time of change in velocity (10 s), or 20 m/s ÷ 10s.  The 
result is written as 2 m/s2 .  The quantity 2 m/s2  means that the speed of the car is 
increasing at a rate of 2 m/s every second.   
 
Acceleration can be positive or negative.  For instance, if a car is traveling at a 
speed of 30 m/s and slows to 20 m/s while the driver brakes for 5 seconds, the rate 
of deceleration can be determined using the same formula.  The initial velocity of 
30 m/s is subtracted from the final velocity of 20 m/s, which gives us -10 m/s.  The 
negative number indicates the car’s speed has decreased.  Because the driver 
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